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ABSTRACT
In this article some political aspects of my previous papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6] were discussed and some scientific problems of Iran in the fields of oil and gas, nuclear, politics and military were reviewed. Again it was said that Iran is (and I am) not anything in the science (including political sciences, petroleum sciences, nuclear sciences and military sciences), I do not have any intelligence (since I could not solve even the Iran scientific problems mentioned in this article and my previous papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6]). Therefore, I will certainly not be able to solve world scientific problems since the world scientific problems are much more difficult than Iran scientific problems) and Iran and I are nothing in general. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy. It was also concluded that the only way for the scientific advancement of Iran is to regard Iran as a state of USA (United States of America).

1. INTRODUCTION
I strongly believe that DEAR EMINENT MR. PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP is the greatest president of USA ever and is the greatest politician (I mean scientist in the field of politics) in the world ever. Because His Excellency has worked on the greatest achievements of the world and USA and tried to improve them and replace them with better ones. An example is The United Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), known commonly as the Iran Nuclear Deal or Iran Deal. It was a great and big agreement on the Iran Nuclear Program reached in Vienna on July 14, 2015, between Iran, the P+1 (the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council — China, France, Russia, United Kingdom, United States—plus Germany), and the European Union. On 8 May 2018, His Excellency announced United States Withdrawal from the JCPOA. In November 2018 U.S. sanctions came back into effect intended to force Iran to dramatically alter its policies, including its support for militant groups in the region and its development of ballistic missiles [7].

In contrast, Iran and I will not become anything in political sciences, I do not have any intelligence (since I could not even solve the Iran political scientific problems and I will certainly not be able to solve world political scientific problems since world political scientific problems are much more difficult that Iran political scientific problems) and Iran and I are nothing in general. Therefore, according to principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy.

Voice of America (VOA Persian) has issued an article [8] that is in the same line with this paper. In fact, that article from VOA Persian confirms this paper. Also, Eminent Crown Prince of Iran, Reza Pahlavi has a saying from Atamalek Joveini about Iran Islamic Regime as “They came and dug and burned and killed and took away and went” [9] which approves this paper.

In Iran many people think that everything is scientific but this is completely wrong since everything is political in Iran. In Iran, if someone is in the same line with Iran politics, then he will obtain university degrees, money, fame, power, honor, popularity, high price foods like Iranian caviar, highest ranking job positions, scientific honors and medals and everything at its highest level.

Iran universities are established to make the minds of people busy for them not to think of politics and government. In this way Iran governors will have no competitors. Iranian universities who teach political sciences for political degrees have substituted the international courses [10, 11, 12 and 13] with those courses who are adopted by Islamic Republic of Iran Regime and for example by the thoughts and philosophies of Khomeini (the leader of Iran Islamic revolution in 1979), Quran and politics, thoughts and philosophies of Khamenei (the current leader of Iran Islamic Republic of Iran) and etc. [14]. These courses are absurd and are in the same line with the politics of current Iran. Also, it is said by the governmental officials that this field of university has no job market or future job [15]. This is because Iran governors do not want the people to study in the university fields of politics and therefore they will
have no political competitors. But you see that Iran has the second ranking in the number of graduates in engineering fields [16] since these graduates will not compete the political governors of Iran. These engineering degrees are valueless since only a small part of discovered technical sciences is presented to public and for example in universities and with this small part of science one can do nothing. It is not allowed for everybody in Iran to enter the politics and obtain a high ranking political job in Iran. Therefore, you can see that in Iran, there is monopoly in politics. This is terrible and disgusting. As a result, you can see that Iran will not become anything in political sciences and will not become anything in general.

Currently, the science in access for all people (in public) is not all the produced science. Scientific institutions will never give access the public (for example in books, journals, internet, and universities and ...) to all their produced science. A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED SCIENCE IS NOT REVEALED AND IS NOT GIVEN TO THE PUBLIC ACCESS. Much care must be taken because this part of unrevealed science can be deadly. This has many reasons like commercialism and monopoly in the science, political reasons and security reasons and etc. This is true for political sciences. I.e. A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED POLITICAL SCIENCES IS KEPT SECRET AND IS NOT REVEALED TO PUBLIC. This principle that “A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED SCIENCE IS NOT REVEALED TO PUBLIC AND IS KEPT SECRET” is not invented, discovered or created by me. It was said by my university professor “MOHAMMAD JAMIALAHMADI” which stated it during the courses with whom I had at the university. He repeated that principle many times in the classroom for all the students. His resume can be found in internet [17]. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy since this principle is not mine. Also, I have previously said that my role in my 3 ISI papers [18, 19, and 20] was just a translator from Farsi to English. I should say that my English is very weak compared to the native English. Therefore, again according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy. I have previously mentioned many examples of this part of the science which is not revealed to public [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6]. As another common example I can mention the formula of Coca - Cola which is a trade secret and was invented in 1886 [21].

Other examples are the oil and gas drilling rigs. Drilling rigs are used in upstream section of oil and gas industry for drilling of oil and gas wells. Iranians officially say that they cannot design these drilling rigs. To overcome this problem, Iranians do either reverse engineering or import designed drawings from foreign countries. Also, Iranians officially say that many materials, equipment, instruments, parts, machines, devises and whatever used in the drilling rigs are imported to Iran and Iran cannot produce them. Many people believe that Iran can only assemble the parts of drilling rigs and this is the only ability of Iran for manufacturing of drilling rigs. Therefore, it is better to import the entire drilling rig rather than entire its parts and assemble them. It is notable that more than 85% of the oil and gas drilling rigs in the world are manufactured by USA [22, 23 and 24]. Iranians claim that they can manufacture the drilling rigs with a cost of one third of the cost of the same drilling rigs which are manufactured by USA and with the same quality of the drilling rigs manufactured by USA [24]. The price of drilling rigs can be found in internet. Average costs vary widely between different types of oil rigs, ranging from around US $ 20 million to as high as US $ 1 Billion [25]. Therefore, Iranians must be able to produce many rigs and export their rigs to other countries and get the place of USA in the international market as the main manufacturer of rigs in the world since their price (cost) is one third. In the market, there is competition between manufacturers and everybody is looking for lower price goods, lower costs and higher benefits (profit). By exporting oil rigs manufactured in Iran, Iranians would obtain lots of money since everybody likes money. But really, Iran has not yet exported any drilling rigs which has manufactured by Iran. Such claims in the media of Iran (like internet, TV and Radio) are fake and are political lies to show that Iran has reached the highest levels of science. Logically it can be concluded that Iranians cannot manufacture the oil and gas drilling rigs. Therefore, a simple comparison between Iran and USA shows that Iran is nothing in the petroleum sciences. Also, many Iranian government officials like Gholamreza Manouchehri Ardestani, the consultant of Iran petroleum minister and the managing director of Iranian Offshore Engineering and Construction Company, say that Iran cannot manufacture oil and gas drilling rigs [26]. The age of Iran oil industry is more than 100 years. Then the big question is why Iran has not yet reached these vital and strategic technologies? The reason is that those technologies are not revealed to public and are kept secret. Iran economy is highly dependent on the money obtained from oil export. Therefore, you can see that Iran will not become anything in petroleum sciences and will not become anything in general. I have mentioned examples of that part of the science which is secret and is not revealed to public. Since science is very valuable then it can be concluded that A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED SCIENCE IS NOT REVEALED TO PUBLIC AND IS KEPT SECRET.

As another example of this part of science which is not revealed to public and is kept secret, I can mention the construction of nuclear power plants. Iran cannot construct nuclear power plants but is actively looking to enrich the Uranium. It can be concluded that the reason why Iran does Uranium enrichment is to make a nuclear weapon.
Nuclear industry is very wide but form this all, Iran only does Uranium enrichment. Then it can be concluded that Iran wants to make a nuclear weapon. Why doesn’t Iran work on the construction of nuclear power plants? The technology of Uranium enrichment can be used in both nuclear power plants and nuclear weapon and because of this, the world superpowers restrict the Uranium enrichment and do not allow all countries to do it. Instead of Uranium enrichment, Iran could do construction of nuclear power plants and import the enriched Uranium as the fuel of the nuclear power plants and as a result there would not be any sanctions against Iran. Nuclear power plants have a long time history and for example electricity was generated by a nuclear reactor for the first time ever on September 3, 1948, at the X-10 Graphite Reactor in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA, which was the first nuclear power station to power a light bulb [26]. The technology that Iran used for Uranium enrichment is not invented by Iranians and is imported from Pakistan and more specifically from Abdul Qadeer Khan who is a Pakistani scientist in the field of nuclear weapon [28]. Therefore, you can see that Iran will not become anything in nuclear sciences and will not become anything in general.

The supreme news agency of VOA Persian has also produced a program for its part of VOA Last Page that approves my recent papers titled “Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “its 5 Addenda” [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6]. In summary it was said in this program that Islamic Republic of Iran Regime tried to keep the Iran people away from the politics in all fields for the people not to think of politics and in this way the political rulers of Iran would have no competitor. For example, the celebrities were mentioned in this program to be the pattern for the people not to think of politics. In a large scale, we can see that the reason why Iran will not become anything is that all the Iran people think of things other than politics. Even Iran celebrities are nothing compared to the USA celebrities. This program of VOA Persian news agency can be watched in its website [29]. Also, it was said in this program that the reason why Iranian music are absurd and vulgar was that the politics is taken away from the music and as a result music has nothing to say. I should say that naturally everybody enjoys watching nude women in music videos but its importance is very low compared to the politics since politics is everything in Iran. There are a small number of Iranian singers who sing from politics but there are a lot of free HD porn movies in Internet and satellite. For example one can reach many free HD porn movies in internet by searching the keyword of “Porn” in Google search engine. So, thanks to the SUPERPOWERS for these free porn websites and porn satellite channels. Anyway, I do not need any woman for sex. I do masturbation and I prefer it to any kind of sex. Masturbation isn’t unhealthy or bad for you at all. Masturbation can actually be good for your health, both mentally and physically. And it’s pretty much the safest sex out there — there’s no risk of getting pregnant or getting an STD (Sexually Transmitted Disease) [30], HIV, Chlamydia, Genital Herpes, Genital Warts, Gonorrhea, some forms of Hepatitis, Syphilis, and Trichomoniasis are STDs [31]. Condoms cannot prevent pregnancy and STDs by 100% [32]. Also, by using condoms, men will not cum during sexual penetration.

My articles can be read in my website [33]. I have said in my papers that Iran and I are nothing. I and many people believe that universities in Iran are waste of time and are established to make people busy for them not to think of politics. In this way the political rulers of Iran will have no competitors. The money and other benefits of political activities is much more than any other activities in Iran. These days you can find the news of embezzlement by Iran governors and their relatives who stole high amounts of money. As examples of these robberies, I can mention Mahmoud Reza Khavari, Marjan Sheikholeslami Aleagha, Babak Zanjani and etc. Robberies of some of these types of people were mentioned by the USA Department of Foreign Affairs like Hassan Firouzabadi [34], Yahya Rahim Safavi [35] and …

Also, the supreme news agency of CNN has issued an article in which has reported the high amounts of money in banks accounts for Iranian leaders and top officials [36]. The amount of money in banks accounts for Iran leader (Khamenei) and his family is also extracted from this CNN report and other reports which state that they have lots of money (Mojtaba Khamenei: US $ 21 Billion; Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei: US $ 5.2 Million in Germany, US $ 32 Million in Italy, US $ 41 Million in Dubai; Ali Akbar Velayati: EUR 244 Million in Germany, EUR 6 Million in Australia, US $ 56 Million in Malaysia; and …) [37 and 38]. These are great robberies. It is notable that Ali Khamenei, the current leader of Iran holds the control of many rich financial organizations in Iran the list of which can be found in internet and more specifically in WIKIPEDIA [39]. Each of these rich financial organizations has many subsets and divisions. Examples of these rich financial organizations include The Execution of Imam Khomeini’s Order, also known as the Executive Headquarters of Imam’s Directive [40], The Mostazafan Foundation of Islamic Revolution formerly Bonyad-e Mostazafan va Janbazan [41], Islamic Revolution Housing Foundation [42], Astan Quds Razavi [43] and etc. In contrast, the official site of IRAN HUMAN RIGHTS MONITOR has issued an article in which it says that 80% of Iran’s population live below poverty line [44]. You can see that Khamenei has stolen the money which belongs to Iranians. He earns lots of money from these organizations.
REUTERS has officially issued a report in which it describes the huge assets of Khamenei. Accordingly, Khamenei controls massive financial empire built on property seizures. Also, it is mentioned that the assets of The Execution of Imam Khomeini’s Order, also known as the Executive Headquarters of Imam’s Directive is more than US $95 Billion and is in control of him [45]. This article has Farsi translation [46]. DOWN WITH ALI KHAMENEI (THE CURRENT LEADER OF IRAN).

In Iran, those who do just study and do not think and work on politics are politically retarded. There is a song named “Booye Gandom” from famous Iranian singer of “Dariush Eghbali” which describes the current status of Iran people towards Iran governors [47]. SO, DOWN WITH ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN REGIME.

I should mention the greatness of USA in economics here. A valid and famous website has ranked countries according to their (GDP= Gross Domestic Product) [48]. According to this ranking, USA is at the top by 21,482,41 Billion of USD in 2019 and Iran is standing on 40th ranking by 333.60 Billions of USD in 2019. These monies belong to all USA people and does not only belong to governors of USA. In contrast, as I have said previously in this article, the official site of IRAN HUMAN RIGHTS MONITOR has issued an article in which it says that 80% of Iran’s population live below poverty line [44] whereas Iranian governors are very rich as I illustrate in this article. Iran is not within the countries who constitute the G20 group. Collectively, the G20 economies account for around 90% of the gross world product (GWP), 80% of world trade (or, if excluding EU intra-trade, 75%), two-thirds of the world population, and approximately half of the world land area [49]. One benefit of having science is economic growth. But you see that Iran has the second ranking in the number of graduates in engineering fields [16].

I have previously said in my papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6] that Iran will not become anything in the science. This is true for political sciences. As a result, we can see that Iran is very weak in politics since A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED POLITICAL SCIENCES IS NOT REVEALED TO PUBLIC AND IS KEPT SECRET. Therefore, nowadays, Iran is under the sanctions of USA for its nuclear and missile programs and its terrorist and destabilizing activities and roles in foreign countries. For example, United Nations reported that Iran government has paid US $ 6 Billion to Syria government as aid for terrorist and destabilizing activities each year [50]. Also, another report by Iran Action Group says that Iran has paid US $ 12 Billion in Syria, Iraq and Yemen in 2012 for destabilizing and terrorist actions [51]. These monies belong to Iranians and should not be paid to foreigners. As I have mentioned previously in this article, the official site of IRAN HUMAN RIGHTS MONITOR has issued an article in which it says that 80% of Iran’s population live below poverty line [44]. The result of these sanctions is that these days nobody buys Iran oil and therefore Iran economics is destructed severely which caused very bad economic conditions for Iranians like inflation, poverty and etc. At the current situation, war or negotiation of Iran with USA are both beneficial for USA. If negotiation happens then USA will reach its goals. If war happens then USA will win and the Iran Islamic Regime will be terminated forever and a regime will come in Iran who is in agreement with USA and its politics. In all situations, I will be with USA.

GLOBAL FIRE POWER has issued a report which ranks the military power of countries in 2019 [52]. In this ranking, USA is the first and Iran is fourteenth. This report shows that Iran military power is nothing compared to USA military power and that USA will certainly win the possible war between Iran and USA. It should be noted that monopoly in military sciences is much higher than other sciences like metallurgical sciences and petroleum sciences since it is vital and dangerous. Therefore, we can see that Iranians cannot manufacture many military equipment as of USA since A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED MILITARY SCIENCES ARE KEPT SECRET. Examples of these parts of military sciences which are kept secret are the manufacturing processes for war aircrafts like The Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II 9 (First Flight: 15 December 2006), The Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor (First Flight: 7 September 1997), The Northrop (later Northrop Grumman) B-2 Spirit (First Flight: 17 July 1989), The Boeing B-52 Stratofortress (First Flight: 15 April 1952), The McDonnell Douglas F-15E Strike Eagle (First Flight: 11 December 1986), The General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon (First Flight: 20 January 1974), The Lockheed F-117 Nighthawk (First Flight: 18 June 1981), The McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet (First Flight: 18 November 1978), The Fairchild Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II (First Flight: 10 May 1972), The McDonnell Douglas AV-8B Harrier II (First Flight: YAV-8B: 9 November 1978, AV-8B: 5 November 1981), The McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom II (First Flight: 27 May 1958), The Grumman F-14 Tomcat (First Flight: 21 December 1970) and etc. Iran cannot manufacture the above said war aircrafts. A more detailed list of USA military and war aircrafts can be seen in WIKIPEDIA [53 and 54] which shows that USA has manufactured many types of war aircrafts which Iran cannot manufacture them. As another example I can mention the aircraft carrier warships. Iran has not yet manufactured any aircraft carrier warship. The science for the manufacturing the aircraft carrier warships is kept
In Japan, standing to date as the only use of nuclear weapons is not revealed to public and is kept secret [55]. Aircraft carrier warships have a long time history and were first used (and manufactured) in 14 November 1910 in USA [54]. Iran has not yet manufactured any nuclear weapon. But USA has an inventory of 6,800 nuclear warheads [56]. Nuclear weapons have a long time history. Building on scientific breakthroughs made during the 1930s, the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada collaborated during World War II, in what was called the Manhattan Project, to counter the suspected Nazi German atomic bomb project. In August 1945, two fission bombs were dropped on Japan, standing to date as the only use of nuclear weapons in combat [57]. Therefore, Iran is nothing in the science and is nothing in general and is nothing in military power. Therefore, you can see that Iran will not become anything in military sciences and will not become anything in general.

I have previously said that my utopia is the same as the utopia of Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in their movie of “UTOPIA” [6]. This saying of me was just a joke and was not my real utopia and I want to clarify that my utopia is not their utopia. My real utopia is an advanced country like USA (United States of America).

Here in this article and previously I have said that Iran and I will not become anything in the science (including political sciences), I have no intelligence (since I could not solve even the Iran scientific problems mentioned in those articles. Therefore, I will certainly not be able to solve world scientific problems since the world scientific problems are much more difficult than Iran scientific problems) and Iran and I are nothing in general [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6]. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy.

Usually people say that those who do not marry will catch schizophrenia. This is because when someone marries then he will become busy with family affairs and will not study anymore. Therefore, in the scientific competition he will lose and according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, he will be happy and will not catch schizophrenia. This phenomenon is said in the song of “Man Dige Bacheh Nemisham” from famous Iranian singer of “Dariush Egghali” as he signs “… I tell you (my heart) that love is not useful and valuable, it has nothing for you but grief and trouble… I know you will not become wise anymore, you (my heart) will not become the heart for me anymore (since the heart is destroyed) …”. This song can be downloaded in YouTube [58]. Also, there are famous Iranian poems about marriage who says that marriage is the behavior of donkeys [59]. Donkey is the symbol of stupid person in Farsi language. Anyway, I DO NOT WANT TO CONTINUE EDUCATION because as I illustrated before [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6], I will not become anything in the science. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM I must always be happy. Also, I do not want to marry. I do not want to waste my time, money and energy on family affairs like growing children, taking care of them and etc. Her Majesty Princess Noor Pahlavi is the oldest child of exiled His Majesty Reza Pahlavi, Crown Prince of Iran and Her Majesty Princess Yasmine Etemad-Amini. Her Majesty Princess Noor Pahlavi has recently published a political paper in the INDEPENDENT PERSIAN about Iranian women [60]. I found this article VERY LARGE, VERY BIG AND ESPECIALLY VERY INCLUSIVE. I suggest all Iranian women to read it and think about it. This article says that “before Iran revolution of 1979, Iranian women had all the rights that they are trying to reach these days”. Therefore, from this article it can be concluded that Iran revolution by Iranian women in 1979 and supporting it for the past 40 years again by Iranian women was absurd and foolish. I love Her Majesty Princess Noor Pahlavi and my status towards Her Majesty is best described in the song of “Shazdeh Khanoom” by the famous Iranian singer of “Sattar” or completely “Abdolhassan Sattarpour”. This song can be found in YouTube [61].

I have previously criticized the phenomenon of brain drain or human capital flight from Iran [6]. I said that in the case of Iran, this phenomenon is spread and strengthen by the government of Iran to make the minds of people busy with universities and science and for them not to think of politics. In this way the political rulers of Iran will have no competitors. Another big question is how is it possible for an Iranian person to become brain when A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED SCIENCE IS NOT REVEALED TO PUBLIC AND IS KEPT SECRET? It can be concluded that they are not brains. Also, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, the intelligent people will catch schizophrenia or other mental disorders. Then why didn’t those brains get depression (and other mental disorders like schizophrenia and etc.)? Again, it is concluded that they are not brains otherwise they catch depression.

Since everything is political in Iran and since A LARGE PART OF DISCOVERED POLITICAL SCIENCES IS NOT REVEALED TO PUBLIC, then we can see that the main reason why Iran is a retarded and underdeveloped (and not an advanced country) is political. Iranians do not have political sciences as of the superpowers. Iran will not become anything in the political sciences.
Again, I say that I am not a brain. Also, I am not intelligent at all and I will not become anything in the science (all branches of science including political sciences) and I am nothing. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy. I did not use the drugs for schizophrenia (mostly Olanzapine) which were prescribed by the psychiatrist. Therefore, my family poured the drugs in my food secretly but I understood it. Unfortunately, I could not resist using those drugs since the family threatened me that if I do not eat those drugs then they will send me to the hospital or madhouse and then they will inject the drugs into my body. Also, it should be noted that I have no job and money to live alone. Unfortunately, this drug of Olanzapine has some side effects which can be read in internet [62]. Therefore, I have the following problems as side effects of using this drug:

1. Weight gain, increased appetite;
2. Problems with speech and memory;
3. Tremors and shaking in my left shoulder.

The disease of schizophrenia was first detected by my big brother who is a physician. He is still now insisting that I have this disease and he sent me to psychiatrist and says that I must eat the Olanzapine drugs. My big mistake was to trust on my brother, family and psychiatrist. By using these drugs, the behavior of people towards me will not change. These are the people who make me depressed and for example by not giving me a job or by not giving me grades at the university. Therefore, these drugs are useless. If the Iran government did not establish universities in Iran then I would not study so much at university and according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM I would not catch schizophrenia. Also, Iran Islamic Regime has wasted my time by universities. There is a song from famous Iranian singer “Dariush Eghbali” as “Shahre Gham” which describes my current conditions due to DEPRESSIVE REALISM in the best way. This song can be listened in YouTube [63]. Now a time I became a complete wretched man due to DEPRESSIVE REALISM. So again, DOWN WITH ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN REGIME.

I have previously criticized Nationalization of Iran Oil Industry in 1951 [1]. I am against this nationalization since Iran lost the protection and friendship of UK as a superpower. For Iran it was (and is) very important and beneficial to have a powerful friend like UK. During the kingdom of His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, Iran had the protection and friendship of UK and as a result no country tried to invade Iran, but after Iran Islamic Revolution of 1979 Iran lost this protection and friendship with UK and therefore Iraq attacked Iran and imposed a war to Iran for 8 years.

Also I invite all Iranians to write review articles (and political articles) in scientific journals and conferences about the problems of Iran like my 6 articles of “Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “its 5 Addenda” [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6] and this article as a type of civil disobedience. I know that writing such articles are politically dangerous but in this way Iran will advance. One of the main reasons why I wrote this paper and my previous papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6] was to say officially that I will not become anything in the science (including political, petroleum, nuclear and military sciences), I do not have any intelligence (since I could not solve even the Iran scientific problems mentioned in those articles. Therefore, I will certainly not be able to solve world scientific problems since the world scientific problems are much more difficult than Iran scientific problems) and Iran and I are nothing in general and therefore according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy.

CONCLUSION

The only way that I strongly suggest for the scientific and economic advancement and development of Iran in all fields (including politics) is to make, regard and announce Iran as a state of USA (United States of America) officially and politically (and totally). I.e. Iran should make and regard itself as a state of USA (United States of America) politically (and totally). I have heard that this idea was first suggested by His Majesty Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi for Iran. Therefore, according to the principles of DEPRESSIVE REALISM, I must always be happy since this idea is not mine. The famous song of “DOBAREH MISAZAMAT VATAN” from “Dariush Eghbali” states my status towards Iran [64] in the best way.

The slogan of “Independence” has been stated in Iran Islamic Revolution in 1979 as “Independence, Freedom, Islamic Republic”. Independence of Iran is the same as that donkey who holds its own tether. This is very dangerous since this donkey will certainly kill itself. Donkey is the symbol of stupid person in Farsi language.
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